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Where are Tsegaye Gebremedhin (aka Debteraw) and others who 

disappeared in the hands of the TPLF regime in Ethiopia since 1991?! 

DEBTERAW EDITORIAL YET ANOTHER ODIOUS REGIME AGAINST ETHIOPIANS  Former US ambassador to Lebanon and presently Deputy Secretary-General for Political Affairs in the UN, Jeremy Feltman, said recently: I have never seen such an odious and worst regime as that of Saudi Arabia.  He should know as the survival of the decadent regime of Saudi Arabia depends mainly on the backing and support of oil hungry America. The rulers of Saudi Arabia are presently engaged in a rabid and fierce anti Ethiopian frenzy, arresting thousands (in addition to the dozens jailed beforehand for being Christian), beating all (including women) , killing others (including Sudanese and other African migrants) and brutally violating the rights of Ethiopians as a people.  The ugly racism that had characterized this medieval regime has reared its head, already manifested in its disgusting face as it attacked domestic workers or more precisely modern slaves sold to the Saudi regime by an equally odious and repressive regime in Addis Abeba.  As more and more Asian countries refuse to send their citizens to work in Saudi Arabia the regime in Addis Abeba has agreed to send 45,000 young females and thousands of male workers. All these have become targets of Saudi racism, exploitation and barbarism. The core source of the humiliation of Ethiopians is none other than the anti-Ethiopian traitorous regime in Addis Abeba.  Worldwide protest against the cruel Saudi regime should be accompanied by an international condemnation of the regime in Addis Abeba engaged in human trafficking of the worst kind.  It is the duty of Ethiopians to fight this regime and to die or win their own country and not to be easy victims of odious regimes like that of Saudi Arabia. Ethiopia will prevail! 18 November 2013 


